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From the Editors
Reverence and despair are two of the most recurring themes we
see as editors of Camas. These are sentiments that most of us can identify
and sympathize with. We all know so well the feeling of being dwarfed
and humbled by regal peaks, undulating plains, and deep, expansive
skies. Even in our celebration and awe of our most beloved places, it is
equally impossible to ignore the gnawing concerns we each hold about
the ways these places and creatures are being gutted or consumed.
Reverence and despair may be the most recurrent themes in the
American West, but they do not tell the whole story. This issue of Camas
seeks to complicate and expand on these disparate themes. The essays,
stories, poems, and art within these pages reveal a tangled complexity
in our interactions with the earth and with each other. They reveal a
probing that does not always bring up answers, but often brings up
clearer questions about the nature of human relationships with our
environments and communities.
The relationships between humans and the natural world are
multidimensional and can often be very troubling. Anna Brady’s essay,
“Root of the Reservoir,” reveals one such complexity; her account of
a kayaking trip on Lake Powell navigates her appreciation for a man
made landscape that has also resulted in a great ecological loss. Her
essay invites us to consider the consequences of shaping and molding
the environment to accommodate our desires. In the fantastical short
story “Dams,” JP Kemmick asks a similar question and presents a
disquieting suggestion: perhaps we don’t have as much control as we
think we do.
In the United States, the romantic notion of “Going West” often
invokes a sense of adventure and self-discovery. But in her story “The
Promised Lands of North Dakota,” Misty Ellingburg turns this idea on
its head. Her narrator’s account of his backwoods religious community
examines the ways in which the West not only fails to deliver its
promises, but sometimes does so with horrifying results. “Purchase,”
a poem by Amy Ratto Parks, also dismantles the myth of the West.
Who has access to the places that are still beautiful and wild, and why?
More sobering still is the reminder that the West, for many, is not a
place of adventure and opportunity but an ancestral home and a site of
oppression and genocide. The narrator in N.T. McQueen’s “Comanche
Moon” reimagines a way of life that has since been reduced by the
bloody legacy of Manifest Destiny.
Ultimately, this issue of Camas asks us all to engage in a
reimagining of the American West. The stories in these pages are an
invitation to our readers to join in the process of untangling the knotted
mess of beauty and bloodshed, and to envision a future guided by
greater humility. There are no answers here, but as Melissa Mylchreest
reveals in her essay, “Hope on the Range,” even the thorniest of issues
can be overcome when a community works together and honors respect
over profits. After all, it is our relationships with our communities and
landscapes that will leave the deepest legacy.
Emily & Nick
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Vulpes Vulpes
SOPHIE O’BRIEN

Expecting only silence,
I am caught unaware, baffled
by the gentle rustling of silks

and intermittent cries in the darkness.
There’s blood on the leaves

and a fox’s heart beating

wildly among them,

while the rest of him
barks madly through white pines,
a red flag held high in triumph.
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DAMS
JP KEMMICK

ALE WADES OUT INTO THE CREEK and hind paws, fat and stumpy front. He ties the wire around
removes a few of the sticks and branches from the the rebar on one end and the trap on the other. Stepping
beaver dam so the water can trickle downstream, on each side to open the jaws, he reaches down and sets
so the beavers, sensing the flowing water, will leave the
theirtrap. For a moment he watches it in his mind’s eye,
lodge. The lodge, a big pile of sticks and mud, is nestled the beaver’s frantic swim and the trap’s downward pull, the
on the other side of the pond. Dale slips his hand into the small, disappearing ripples, seconds from home.
cold water and rudders it upstream like a beaver, swimming
He walks along the creek, surveying the damage the
home.
beaver family has already managed, the sharp, whittled
From a muddy duffle bag on the shore he pulls out a arrows of aspens and cottonwoods poking up like wreckage
piece of rebar and a mallet. He pounds the rebar into the soft from the earth. He lays down big conibear traps where the
earth, the mallet against the metal only a soft thump, and beavers have been treading, building more dams as they go,
then he takes out a length of wire and a leg trap. He places pools of diminishing size dotted all down the creek.
the trap about two feet up from the bank, where the beaver
Eventually he walks back up the little hill to his cabin,
footprints are still evident in the mud, long-toed, webbed a log, one-room affair with a small porch and a steep,

D
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A-frame roof, lodgepoles reaching high on all sides, some its soft glow lighting up his face, then his feet. Lichen hangs
smaller larches underneath. An old, mildewy green couch from the trees overhead in long scraggly beards. When he
sits on the porch, a rusty tackle box positioned on one of has walked for fifteen minutes a single bar appears on his
its balding arms. A wind chime made of fishing wire and phone and he dials a number and listens to the ring. No one
beer cans hangs motionless from an overhead beam. Dale picks up so he leaves a message.
stands in front of the cabin a moment. He sticks out his
“Hey, it’s Dale. Just calling to give you an update, in
chest and it strains against the wader’s suspenders like case you care. Things are good out here. Not much going
a barrel threatening to snap its staves. Then he steps up on, which is good. Anyway, I was talking to this rancher
onto the porch and goes inside. As he shuts the door, a and it seems like he might have some work for me, so I
pinecone falls from one of the lodgepoles and as it hits the might be able to send some money your way for Spencer.
ground it sprouts tiny, sharp, woody
I’ll try to do that soon. Tell the kid
appendages from between its ridges
hi for me. Anyway, okay. Well,
and begins to burrow into the earth.
bends
head things are good. I guess I already
Alright, bye.”
Inside, Dale leaps across the
down to
tendrils said that.
He pockets the phone. Above
room to shadowbox with a deer
him a bat flits around. It carves
head mounted on the opposite wall.
sprout
a small hole in the night sky and
He bobs and weaves, landing a few
slips into it, emerging out the other
soft taps to the deer’s nose. Then
side a bam owl. Dale walks a ways
he swings and unclenches a single
up the road toward home and then
finger to sweep away a strand of
her legs until
turns around and returns to the cell
spider web connecting the peaks of
reception spot and calls the same
the antlers.
number, gets the voicemail again.
“Nuthin’,” Dale says. “You
the
“Hey, sorry, me again. I
ain’t got nuthin’.”
guess I didn’t say this and I wanted
His victory clinched, he starts
to. I haven’t touched a drop of
dinner. He cuts up an onion, opens
woodpile.
alcohol in weeks. God’s truth.
a can of diced tomatoes and cooks
Just wanted to say that. That’s
up some venison chili on an ancient,
all.”
green, propane stove. The steam
The
cabin
’
s
previous
tenant had,slung a rope over the
fogs the window and conceals a young doe walking past.
As she bends her head down to graze, root tendrils sprout steep roof and anchored it to a tree on one side. Dale
from her hooves, fresh budding twigs from her backside, climbs the woodpile and uses the rope to scrabble to the
bark flaking from her legs until she is a sturdy, sprawling roof’s apex where he sits, one leg on each side. Being out
juniper, the ends of her long needles brushing against the here he has come to understand the urge to howl at the
moon and has so far managed not to.
woodpile.

As she

her
graze, root
from her hooves,
fresh budding twigs from
her backside, bark flaking
from
she is a
sturdy, sprawling juniper,
ends of her long
needles brushing against
the

hat night as Dale sleeps, all the old giants go tip
the sun
toeing by outside, their evergreen crowns grazing the
setting outside so that by the time he is done the room
is dark. He sits there a while more, listening to the small heavens, knocking the stars from their place in the sky so
intrusions of the world into the silence, to the sound of that they fall to the earth, disintegrating to snow as they float
skittering paws on the porch, to a single hoot from an owl down, landing to blanket everything in a phosphorescent
and the creak of the tree whose branches the bird might white, the first snowfall of the year.
Dale wakes early to frosted windows. He heats some
be resting in. When he was a boy Dale and a friend were
water
in an old dented tea kettle, scoops out some Folgers,
busted for trapping on a rancher’s land without permission
and he thinks about that now, about the beaver the Fish and makes himself some coffee. He clears a spot from the
and Game warden had taken from them, how angry they window over the sink and stands looking out at the snow
had been. But now here he is: calm, collected, getting his at a couple of fresh prints through it, at the juniper bush
he can’t remember having been there. Then he puts on his
beaver.
He stands up and pulls the cord of the single overhead long johns, some jeans, and his waders and doubles up on
light bulb. He rummages around in a pile of clothes in a flannel shirts. Popping open an old steamer trunk, he grabs
comer and pulls his cell phone from the pocket of a pair of out a pair of thick gloves.
Outside his breath puffs up in front of him. The snow
jeans.
is
just
a skiff and will likely be gone by the time the sun
Walking down the long, gravel road leading toward
hefts
itself
to its midday height. It coats the branches of the
the main road, he checks his phone on occasion for service,
ale sits on the couch and eats his dinner,

D
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trees overhead, sticking to the bark and needles. A faded
blue paws at the comers of the sky, waiting for the rising
sun to give it purchase.
Dale walks down the hill to the creek, taking his time
not to slip on the wet grass and dirt, or to scare away any
beaver still considering stepping into his traps. As he nears
the creek he can see the water level in the beaver pond has
clearly receded, flowed out through the breach. Across
the pond, the beaver lodge has a small cap of snow, like a
miniature mountain. As Dale slowly creeps up to the water,
he notices the leg trap is gone, the wire trailing out into the
pond. He walks down to where the rebar sticks out from
the bank, now listing a little in the wet soil. He grabs the
wire and starts to pull it in, but after a moment it catches
and refuses to be reeled in any farther.
So Dale wades into the cold water. On the other side
of the dam a dollop of snow sloughs
off a branch and falls into the creek.
In the water it melts into a fish and
swims downstream as Dale takes off
his gloves and plunges his hands into
the icy water in search of the wire. But
he cannot find it and he withdraws his
reddened and numb hands. Raising
them to his lips to blow on, he sees the
beaver sitting on a log not far from the
other bank. When he lowers his hands
he sees its foot in the trap, the wire
running down into the water below it.
“Hey,” Dale says. “A fighter,
huh?”
With the animal staring at him,
Dale considers how he might finish
what the trap has failed to do. He wades out farther, the
pond getting deeper and threatening to overwhelm his
waders. The beaver shifts but stays on the log.
Dale pauses about five feet from the beaver and
reaches for a thick branch floating near at hand, likely cut
by the beaver’s own teeth. He takes a deep breath and then,
in one smooth motion, he cracks the beaver across the head.
The animal falls into the water with a subdued splash
and Dale relinquishes the branch back to the pond. Then he
wades over to where the beaver fell in, the wire still caught
on a snag in the log it sat on. He plunges his hands again
into the cold water and undoes the tangled wire from the
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trap’s chain. But as he lifts it to the surface, he can see it
is not a beaver but a baby boy, its ankle caught in the teeth
of the trap.
Dale stops breathing and makes a sound like he has
been corked. He cups the child in his hands, which begin
to shake, jostling the boy, water dripping off its fatty rolls.
He holds the boy out from himself for a better view, as if it
might still be a beaver from the correct vantage point. He
brings it back to him and holds it to the flanneled square
of chest above his waders, the trap still biting into the
boy’s ankle but drawing no blood. He turns toward shore,
taking careful, measured steps, alternating between staring
straight ahead and looking down to the tuft of hair on the
child at his breast.
But then Dale stumbles. He does not feel right below
the water and the feeling spreads up his thighs and into his
loins, quickly arriving in his chest.
The layers of flannel bulge and then
burst, revealing the deep fissured bark
of a cottonwood.
Dale looks up to the sky and sees
the pale splotch of the once full moon
before his arms turn to branches, his
fingers to green leaves, the infant boy
still cradled there. Dale cranes his
neck up, thinking if he can just stretch
it far enough he can stop the inevitable.
He opens his mouth but whatever has
taken his voice does not give it back.
Just as the rough bark spreads up
Dale’s neck and the reaching roots of
his toes dig into the pond’s bed, the
baby stirs. Dale looks down and it
opens its eyes.
There is some kind of disturbance under the water,
something moving there. A slick, brown body brushes
against Dale’s trunk and then another and another and then
there are the teeth in his woody flesh.
As Dale’s face disappears beneath the creeping,
splintering bark the boy begins to climb up into Dale’s
expanding foliage, to the branches and yellow leaves there,
the trap—still hanging from its foot—breaking off small
twigs. As it moves upward, the beavers work below it,
chewing into the new tree, whittling it away, bits of bark
floating in the churning water,

Photo: At the End by Nicholas Littman
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Purchase
AMY RATTO PARKS
If I woke up each day to the confection
of the gated world of crisp white towels,
squash courts & golf, I suppose
I would wear pearls then, and paint my toes
& wear dresses that gather at the waist &
laugh by the pool because that is what you do
while you order cocktails and charge them to your account.

I would climb into my tall car
and drive to the lake where the caretaker
has fluffed the pillows and stocked the kitchen.
I would adore the trees, the sunlight in the water,
the fire at night & get drunk on the privilege of nature.
I would hold my childrens shoulders
and show them the lake’s private grace:
the ducks at dawn, the otters. I would say to them:
you, too, can have this. I have bought it
and I will give it to you.
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Hope on the Range
Ranchers, Predators, and Trust
in the Blackfoot Valley
MELISSA MYLCHREEST

A

RANCHER, A WOLF BIOLOGIST, AND
AN ENVIRONMENTALIST WALK INTO A

BAR. In many valleys in the West, people would
hold up a hand, tell you to stop right there; the statement is
a joke all on its own. The very notion of getting those three
parties in a room together—let alone a bar!—is laughable.
But here in the Blackfoot Valley, it’s not a joke.
Despite the iconic status engendered by Norman
Maclean’s A River Runs Through It, the Blackfoot Valley
remains more or less as it has for generations. The 1.5
million acre watershed is home to only 2,500 households
in seven small communities, and land use is still
predominantly agricultural. In many ways, this valley is
much the same as many others in the state: cattle roam the
river bottoms and range into the hills, the local economy
inextricably linked to beef prices and weather and range
science and luck.
But here, there’s something different happening as
well.

have it cranked way up.” His sun- and wind-weathered face
cracks into a self-deprecating grin, the dark beginnings of
a winter beard shadowing the lower half of his face. He
hoists a backpack, pulls a fleece hat down over his ears,
and heads toward the pasture.
Safely through the gate, we survey the cows as they
eye us with disinterest, and Graham explains how he found
himself out here in the first place, looking for animal scat,
getting shocked by fences, and learning the back roads.
utside of Ovando, on this late October day, the
As he does, it becomes clear that his presence is only one
cottonwoods are pulling out all the stops before winter,
their yellow riotous in the autumn sun. The Blackfootpiece in a much bigger, longer story.
meanders south of town, looping lazily in this wide, glacial
n the 1970s, the Blackfoot was on the verge of being
valley. Tawny hills run off toward the mountains, and the
named one of the top-ten imperiled rivers in the country,
creeks are lined with red foliage. Clouds pile up on the
a designation that would likely trigger federal management
horizon, and here and there, the landscape is punctuated
and restrictions. On hearing the news, locals sat up and
with dark shapes in the distance: Horses. Cattle. Bams.
took notice. “Back before conservation was sexy,” says
“What was that?” says Eric Graham, stopping and
Jim Stone, a bom-and-raised Blackfoot rancher, “there
throwing the truck into reverse on the deserted dirt road.
were all these conversations milling around the valley, and
“Can you see it out your window?” he asks. “Was it
bear, or just horse?”
they were landowner-generated. We didn’t want outside
I peer over the edge of the passenger-side window at
people dictating how we were going to manage one of the
most critical resources in the valley.” They also knew that
the pile along the roadside. Though mashed flat, from this
view it becomes ciear it’s only a pile of horse manure, not
they wanted to maintain the rural, agricultural character of
bear scat. We drive on, and soon find ourselves parked in
the valley, and to address long-standing access issues for
front of a gate, overlooking a field full of grazing cattle.
hunters and fishermen.
Getting out of the truck, he cautions me, “Now, don’t
At that time, distrust ruled the day between ranchers
touch the dang fence! I got zapped the other day, and they

O
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and government employees. “Nobody had ever talked to
the Fish Wildlife and Parks guys,” says Stone, “because
nobody really liked them.” Showing incredible foresight,
especially in a state known for its staunch individualism,
landowners understood the need to work collaboratively
with agency representatives in order to ensure the success
of their vision for the valley. Little by little, the lines of
communication opened. In due time, agency folks came to
the table as well.
“Our general human nature,” says Stone, “is that we
love to fight and butt heads. And then we walk away and
we don’t have to do anything about it. Fighting is an easy
out. But we realized, it’s really about communities and
people. We don’t have to agree, but we can have the same
values. Trying to do the right thing is pretty powerful.”
By 1993, a truly collaborative—and truly unique—
partnership had evolved, and the Blackfoot Challenge
was bom. A nonprofit organization, the Challenge aims to
conserve and enhance natural resources and a rural way
of life throughout the watershed, through cooperation and
conversation among all stakeholders. Committees within
the organization reflect this all-inclusive approach. Seth
Wilson, Blackfoot Challenge wildlife coordinator, says,
“The make-up of the Challenge represents the realities
on the ground. All of our committees are comprised of
landowners, representatives from all seven communities
Published by ScholarWorks at University of Montana, 2014

in the valley, and all the agencies—Forest Service, BLM,
DNRC, USFWS, county weed districts, everyone.”
“It took some coming together,” says Stone.
“Us ranchers went out and learned about fish, water
temperature, stream dynamics. And the biologists had
to learn what a cow looks like, and the needs of a cow.
They learned about irrigation and weed control.” In this
way, a “ridge-top-to-ridge-top” management strategy
developed, based on transparency, cooperation, and
realistic on-the-ground strategies.
While many agricultural valleys throughout the
West remain vehemently divided, the Blackfoot has seen
collaborative progress. While not all landholders are
interested in partnering with others, most are. Several
ranchers have put their land in conservation easements,
which restrict development but support agricultural
practices. Easements also allow for hunting and fishing
access; today, more than 30 miles of the Blackfoot River
corridor are open for public recreation. Rare bull trout and
westslope cutthroat trout are receiving the protection that
they need to rebuild populations. Wetlands are thriving at
the same time as cattle operations.
For the most part, it’s a good system, says Stone,
especially as problems arise and solutions need to change
or grow. “I don’t care how educated you think you are,
these places are dynamic as hell. We’ve had to neighbor
up, and build on partnerships. We’ve got a Rolodex of
resource management now, and I can call all these folks
up. I think it’s critical to survival.”
And on any given day, it’s possible to find a rancher,
a wildlife biologist, and a conservationist drinking beer
together at Trixie’s, the local watering hole. While they
may have their differences, they all agree on one thing: the
Blackfoot Valley is a pretty special landscape, and not a
bad place to spend some time.
The only problem is, they’re not the only ones who
think that.
“Oh, now here’s a good one,” Graham says, pointing
down at a clear, four-toed paw print. We’re walking in the
ruts of a ranch road that loops around a handful of man
made ponds, and the wolf track is a small one, but distinct
and unmistakable. “This is only the second time I’ve seen
wolf signs up here all season, so this is interesting,” he
says.
Graham works as a range rider for the Blackfoot
Challenge, a malleable and growing position currently in
its fifth year. A grant-funded program, the general goal
of the range rider is to reduce the incidence of negative
encounters between livestock and wild predators. For
those familiar with ranching, the notion of a range rider is
nothing new; historically, this was the realm of the cowboy,
and earlier, the semi-nomadic pastoralists who moved and
lived with their herds. But in the Blackfoot Valley, the
range rider had long been gone from the landscape.
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helpers, but he says it’s nothing in comparison to the work
The absence wasn’t an oversight; there simply hadn’t
the ranchers do. Because of that, “I’m not just the range
been a need. With big predators extirpated from the valley
rider,” he says. “I’m a helping hand. These guys get super
during generations past, cows were largely safe to wander
busy with haying and everything, it’s just useful to have
as they pleased, free from supervision. But to wolves and
someone out there checking their cows on a regular basis.”
bears the Blackfoot watershed is a natural paradise, and
Standing on a rise over the river, Graham turns on his
following reintroduction and protection programs of the
radio
telemetry equipment and aims the antenna into the
1990s, carnivores came back home.
mountains. Through an agreement with Fish Wildlife and
“By the late 1990s, we had grizzly bears and
Parks—a result, in part, of the long-standing collaborative
confirmed losses of livestock,” says Seth Wilson. “There’s
work fostered by the Challenge—Graham is able to track
this great natural river bottom habitat, and on top of it bears
radio-collared wolves in the area he covers. When he picks
were finding bone yards, carcasses, beehives, garbage, pet
up a signal, he’ll call ranchers who have cattle nearby and
food.” When a grizzly killed a hunter in the Blackfoot in
alert them to the presence of predators. He publishes a
2001, the community was galvanized into action. Through
weekly wolf reportw that documents where the packs are
a long public process, the Challenge identified problems—
and what they’re up to.
bear
attractants,
prime
He’s
also
aware,
grizzly habitat, public safety
concerns—and solutions.
Graham says that he steers clear though, of the limitations of
telemetry—and the power of
Because
grizzlies
of Trixie’s, the local bar,
on-the-ground knowledge.
are known for snatching
“I’ve heard of rangers
newborn
calves,
the
“wolves and alcohol don’t mix. ” becoming too dependent on a
Challenge procured funding
collar. They pick up a signal
to
provide
permanent
and say, ‘The wolves are
electric fencing for 18
right there.’ But the rancher looks at his cows all bunched
calving areas. Because carcasses are a primary attractant,
up and unhappy and says, ‘Well, I know your wolf with
and many ranches have long disposed of carcasses in
the collar is over there, but I think there’s some wolves
designated bone yards, an innovative carcass removal
over here too.’” Graham says he learned early on to trust
program was implemented: When ranchers have a
ranchers’ intuition. “These guys know what’s going on.
mortality in their herd, they can call a Fish Wildlife and
They’ve been out here their whole lives. Don’t ever come
Parks representative, who will come out and discretely
to these guys acting like you know what’s going on.”
remove the carcass and transport it to a fenced composting
Building trust has been one of the most crucial
facility run by the Department of Transportation. Since
aspects of the range rider position, a task made easier by
2003, more than 1,700 livestock carcasses have been
the decades-old spirit of valley-wide collaboration. “Most
removed from the project area.
people around here are great, and that is one of the biggest
But it soon became apparent that grizzlies were
reasons I was willing to do this job,” says Graham. “Try
not the only returnees to the valley, and they weren’t the
working this job somewhere else, it could be really ugly.”
largest threat to livestock. “The Blackfoot was one of
the final big watersheds in the western part of the state
N A STATE WHERE THE DEBATE OVER PREDATORS regularly
without wolves,” says Wilson. “But the first pack showed
deteriorates into fisticuffs and even death threats,
up in 2007, and now we have eleven or twelve confirmed
people in the valley, for the most part, remain civil.
packs.” In an effort to get out ahead of the curve, keep
Graham says that he steers clear of Trixie’s, the local bar,
wolf depredation numbers low, and help ranchers as much
because “wolves and alcohol don’t mix,” but he’s never
as possible, the range rider program was bom.
felt anything but welcomed by the ranching community.
“The main purpose of the range rider is to increase
And he’s careful, he says, to stick to the middle of the
herd supervision rates, and to better understand where
road. “I see both sides. Somebody’s pro-grizzly, pro-wolf?
wolves are in relationship to cattle,” says Wilson. “We
Great. But on the other hand, it would certainly help the
communicate across the watershed, and tell landowners
where wolves are, how their herd is reacting. When you
ranchers to have a lot fewer wolves around. And if they get
increase supervision, you can take preventative action.
their wolf [hunting] tags and want to go shoot one, I can
If we find naturally dead livestock, we can remove the
absolutely see why they would.”
carcass. We find sick or injured animals, we can get them
In many respects, the range rider is the embodiment
home and doctored up. We mend fence. We get lost calves
of the trust that has grown between vastly different
back to their moms. It’s just an extra set of eyes on them.”
constituencies over nearly forty years of conversation,
Watching over hundreds of thousands of acres
compromise, and trial-and-error. Ranchers in this valley
may seem a tall order for Graham and his small crew of
have every reason to fear and hate wolves, and many, if

because

I
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not most of them, still do. But they’ve agreed to work with
agencies, implement the management tools available, and
trust a stranger to come onto their land and keep tabs on
their stock. Biologists and conservationists have put aside
their preconceived ideas and asked ranchers for help and
advice.
And so far, the gamble seems to be paying off. For
the past six years, the valley has lost roughly four head
of livestock each year to depredation. In turn, roughly
four wolves have been removed each year as well. In
comparison to places like the Big Hole Valley, where in
two years 25 livestock and 72 wolves were killed, these
numbers are astonishingly low. As for this year? So far,
not a single livestock depredation has been reported.
Standing in a vast field, watching a couple hundred
cattle graze contentedly, Graham shrugs his shoulders. “I
don’t look forward to the day a cow gets killed on my
watch. And I’m sure it will happen. But so far, I’ve lucked

out this year.”
I suggest that it’s not luck, perhaps it’s the result
of his hard work and dedication. He shakes his head.
“There’s depredation going on all over the state, wolves
killing cattle and sheep everywhere. And somehow it’s not
happening here. But it’s really hard to gauge our success.
Really, I measure my effectiveness by a rancher telling me
‘Hey, thank you, you did a good job.’”
He looks around him and takes it all in, here at the
tail end of his season in the field. The ranchers are bringing
home their cattle for the winter, touching base to let him
know if they’re missing any, and then he’ll wrap up his
work and be done. The relationship between ranchers
and predators—and the people tasked with protecting
them—will always remain fraught. But here in this big,
wild valley, with the wind kicking up and the cows safely
munching away and the wolves keeping to themselves for
now, the picture looks hopeful. /*■

Amy Petit
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Boundaries by Kate Lund
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What We Have Done
MAXWELL SHANLEY

his head valved

the spine twists in my hand
the rock unbrains him

this land of ghosts
insides a red song
insides a noise landscape
insides like the sky going gray
steam rising from a storm drain
like birds

i saw the eyes

your skin is a language i have spoken

we stand over the body

the turn of my brothers cheek
the river louder than dreams
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hose who know me now will be

permanent ink marks on her counter-top and on the walls
and wherever else I could reach indicated otherwise).
SURPRISED to hear that I loved art as a child.
In that small memory book she kept hidden, paint was
Fingers dipped in textured paint, dark hair covered
smeared methodically across a white paper plate, rubbed
in greens, face streaked orange and purple and blue like
with my palm in a circle, streaks of red and yellow sunlight
an infant in war paint, hands oily up to my wrists, the
bulging out of the ribbed edges, signed with my name in
countertop, wall, brown paper bag, or whatever was in my
brown crayon, SAMUEL.
vicinity slimy with my creation. My mother encouraged
My mom, Hannah. My tiny mama, who had hair
this exploration, which can only be called “art” dubiously,
darker
than my own, and whose eyes were clear like
but my dad didn’t support it at all, saying he didn’t want
crystal ponds of blue with pinpricks of black at the center,
no sissy-boy pansy with paint smears on his shirt, but a
whose mouth was wide and whose lips were flat and
man who worked with his hands and made his living from
cheeks sunken in and pale like death. My little mom, who
the sweat of his brow, as was a man’s rightful place and
loved my dad enough to die at his say-so.
Kingdom inheritance.
We just never thought he’d say so.
I guess, by that measurement, he’d be proud of me
now, his twenty-something kid with no education past the
here was another Hannah, another Samuel,
tenth grade when I ran off from the last of seven foster
way back before any of us were alive to witness
homes, the most recent of which was trying to make me
it, a Hannah who sobbed drunkenly at the temple except
get religion about the time I split. He’d be proud because
she wasn’t drunk, she just wanted a baby. Her husband had
my hands and forearms, cheeks and neck are textured, not
another wife who bore him sons, herds of sons, packs of
with paint, but with the dirt that blows in the barren wind
of North Dakota. I wear a hat over greasy hair and rarely
sons, sons as far as the eye could see, and there Hannah was
bother to shave; no point.
with no baby in her belly to make her feel woman enough
to have a man. So she prayed like she was inebriated and
A few pictures remain in the scrapbook my ma put
together painstakingly so she could remember all the sweet
promised that if God gave her a baby she would give the
moments of my childhood, like she could have forgotten
baby back to God. And she had Samuel.
the way I used to draw on any surface available (the
And my mom had me. Except the only God she had

T
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to give me to was my dad, six-foot-five, stubble for a
beard, cowering in rage.
That memory book, that paper plate, and my name
probably all burned up with the rest of it, at the top of the
hill where the sun set and rose red every morning, even at
the end of the world.

the hills, a wayward pastor turned prophet turned Son-ofGod for a father, them women with scarves covering their
hair working the farmland and tending the pastures of that
sequestered acreage I called home before it all went south.
These things always go south, you know.

t could be seen as peaceful if you didn’t know better:
ou would’ve liked my dad if you met him; everyone
the creek running through the valley, the mountains, the
liked my dad. He had a magnetic personality that
animals, the boys wearing broad-brimmed hats and boots
made you drawn to every word he said and believe it justand breeches, girls in calico skirts. Back in the boons
at his say-so. He started as a pastor at this backwoods
of Eastern Washington, just close enough to the border
church where the women still wore jean skirts that went
of Idaho that anything could happen, the KKK could
down to the floor and grew their hair long, and got
arrive at any moment. But instead, there were fences that
married real young and never went to college but had a
ran high and electric around the property. The men who
lot of Christian babies; that was the thing you did, you had
left monthly in big trucks to fetch supplies. My mother,
babies. I guess I would have
Hannah, working at her loom.
married one of those long
I won’t start at the Haven,
haired women and had youngthough. I want to start here,
uns too, except then my dad
and now, to tell you that I’m
decided to move that church
not dead, not like all the rest
from the backwoods way back
of them kids who swallowed
further, onto fifty-one acres of
poison berries and arsenic
property he’d inherited from
cider. I don’t know who all
his blue-collar father who
else got freed, managed to get
worked for fifty years and then
away from the sharp-shooters
retired to a quiet life with all the money he’d saved.
and the stranglers and the ones who hung themselves
And all the believing congregants of the church
in groups, the wives in bathtubs with bloody wrists, the
moved with it, setting up first tents and then make-shift
fathers putting their children’s heads in ovens, putting
houses and then a caravan of travel-trailers appeared in
the barrels of their guns to the roofs of their mouths and
letting their brains out in the backyard.
my memory and we were all gypsies who lived together,
milking goats and having babies, the men with many
For a peaceful people, how did we get so many
wives.
weapons?
The commune was situated at the top of Haven Hill,
ut I won’t start there, with the tragedy. I’ll start
in the dry lands of the Northwest, and the community
now, with me in the promised lands of North Dakota
building, singles dormitories, and couples apartments
with a $27,000 diesel truck all paid off and money in the
were built on a soft incline, three long houses facing north,
bank and money in my wallet and in worn-out Levi’s and
and one, rectangular in shape, on either side, its windows
a broad-brimmed hat, standing in the line that goes on
facing west and east. At the head of the cross was a parish
forever and a day in McDonald’s.
temple, and this is where God lived. No one saw or heard
Here in North Dakota it takes at least an hour to get
God, except, of course, my father, who brought messages
your McChicken, and no fast-food restaurant can keep
engraved in stone and in water, on loose-leaf paper and
their workers around long, even at $ 18/hr minimum wage.
in sheets from a college-ruled notebook, written in script
In North Dakota, you don’t see women walking alone to
illegible to all but the discerning eyes of the scribes, and
the Wal-Mart, because they get taken faster than you can
even these were occasionally mystified.
say “man-town” and that’s the end of it. The lines at WalDirt roads and desire paths, made from so much
Mart, the lines at McDonald’s, the lines wherever you
walking and from the ATVs commune members used to
go
keep getting longer because a gold rush is money and
carry out tasks on the fifty-one acres, crisscrossed around
money is money, man, and it’s raining it here for anyone
the hill, and there were cabins and singlewides and
with the work ethic to work eighty hours a week and
Winnebagos, and the hill was inhabited by ten or fifteen
hardly ever sleep and not shower, but pay too much for
families, ever-growing, for twelve years.
groceries and to live in a run-down rag of a mobile home
and
move where the oil moves you.
don’t have to tell you that this is a tragedy. You could
So this is my life. Waiting in lines. Searching,
have guessed that from the get-go: mother dead on
arrival, foster-families, sons like herds of cattle roaming offhand, with no real intent, for survivors. Hoping for ‘em

I
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For a peaceful people,
how did we get so many
weapons?
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like the Jewish people still might hope for their Messiah.
Or maybe they’ve stopped hoping. Maybe there’s only so
much disappointment a soul can stand to take. Maybe all
we’re waiting for is that McChicken, patty, mayonnaise,
and shredded lettuce on a soggy bun.
Twelve people ahead of me in line. Standing behind
the counter with a goofy M hat on her head and bangs
smeared to her forehead with sweat, with an expression
of pure concentration that looks like constipation on her
face, is a girl.
You should know there’s always a girl.
LASHBACK TO THE NIGHT BEFORE.

The year is 2013. As Kim Kardashian gives birth to
North West and the royal baby is bom in Cambridge, Miley
Cyrus is sticking her tongue out in every direction. Nobody
knows what’s going on with Syria, the government’s
shutting down because it rained, apparently, scientists
successfully clone human stem cells and Yahoo! buys
tumblr for one billion dollars...and here I am, at the strip
club, with yet another backwoods preacher’s-daughter
turned stripper-for-the-hell-of-it, and yeah, because the
money is outrageous, gyrating in my face. I’ve had more

At the end, my dad had seven
wives, which madefor great dinner
conversation, let me tell you.
cough syrup than Lil Wayne, though what’s regularly
five a bone cost me twenty-five here where everything’s
inflated. Likewise, a lap dance is going for two Hamiltons
for puffed up glitter and sagging tits. I prefer the sagging
tits to the fake ones, the boobs that say, okay, gravity’s
gotten the better of me, but a few sequins, a star painted
on, and maybe a piercing or two, and this bitch is as good
as new.
Men are allowed to be perverse, I have learned. We
are allowed to think as messed-up thoughts as we want
to and make whatever woman is in front of us into what
woman we want her to be. Our mother. Our sister. The
homecoming date we never got to bang. From the endless
fodder of our imagination we recreate flesh and bone into
whatever mold we’d make of them, smashing, twisting,
pushing them down and pressing the cookie-cutter at
whatever bloody angle we choose, pushing down and
slicing up.
For all intents and purposes, the woman with the
glitter is my mother, and I want to touch her, the same
way I always wanted to touch, to hold, to hang onto, to
make over, to make better, my mother—the woman of
my dreams, woman in my dreams, heavenly lady of the
Haven.
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And then I’m reaching out, and grasping the thigh of
the stripper, meat on a Thanksgiving turkey, and I wonder
what it would have been like to have taken a wife in the
Haven, to have never had to pay, to have that dutiful
garden-worker with a scarf covering her modest head at
sixteen. Three more years and I’d have qualified for a
wife.
But I don’t want to be thinking about the Haven. Not
thinking about my mother.
I stand, only slowly. I pay the woman what she wants,
stagger out of the club, into the alley, into my nightmares,
where I crouch, cry, crawl back into the womb of my
mother. My dead and bleeding mother. I tell myself not to
think of it. I get into the backseat of my truck. I lay down
in the dark. I suck my thumb.
et’s backtrack.

Back from the strip club, where I accidentally let
myself think what I promised never to think of.
Back from the line at McDonald’s that stretches on
forever, the stuff of nightmares.
Back deep, deep into the past. To the nexus, the heart
of what it takes to understand this story.
We were a modest family, so said my father, whose
name was Patrick before he changed it to Christian which
was shortened to Chris and occasionally, Christ. His first
wife was Mary, changed to Magdalene, who I called
Magpie, and my mother was the second edition to the
family, a docile one whose love for my dad was, I guess,
her fatal flaw.
My mom had the worst luck of anyone I’ve had the
misfortune of knowing. She met my dad at McDonald’s
when she was working there as Crew and he was the
General Manager. He always had that personality that
made you lose your shit, made you stumble over yourself
trying to please him, and he was handsome, my dad,
though his teeth were slanted to one side and his breath
was kind of bad. She fell for him, though he was already
married, and got taken into the household as a kind of
second wife, a helpmate for Magpie, who was already
being indoctrinated by my dad’s wonky ideas long before
the Haven.
Soon, my dad started pastoring a church, though
he didn’t let on Hannah was his wife as well. He more
implied that she was the pregnant take-in. The church
family thought Magpie was a saint to help raise the young
slut and her spawn, and surely the blood of Jesus would
wash all stains of past sin away. It wasn’t until later, in
the Haven, when Patrick preached of proliferation and
progeny, that my parentage was fully understood, and my
mother’s role as second wife known.
At the end, my dad had seven wives, which made for
great dinner conversation, let me tell you.
I was the oldest of twelve kids who sat at the
20
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San Ignacio by AJ Ruffin

children’s table, though at the end of it all, I was thirteen
years old and going on manhood. My siblings—you knew
them—were Jacie, Jeremiah, Jedidiah, Gracie, Maze,
Elissa, Athena, Arkadia, O.J., Emmett, and Brunswick.
Nobody could keep nobody straight, except I, being the
oldest, Samuel, always stood out in my dad’s mind. Magpie
never bore him any children, which I think is part of how
he shamed her into letting my mother into the family, and
by the time we got to the Haven, it was too late. He didn’t
waste no time on his wife who was childless. He ploughed
into the fertile ones, sometimes two or three a night. At one
point, four were pregnant at the same time, one with twins.
That was the promised land my father promised
all men: whatever woman you wanted, as much as you
wanted, as many. For women, I guess the appeal of this
new religion was the reassurance of their womanhood in
the age of feminism—said sneeringly. Here, they were
taken care of.
It was nearing my fourteenth birthday when my
father had me eat at the grown-ups’ table; he said, “Son,
you’re almost a man, with a man’s responsibilities; soon it
will be time for you to take a wife.” This he said kindly,
and my mother nodded encouragingly, forget the fact that
six other women shared my father’s dick. Well, five, really,
since Magpie was barren and all.
The other women were very silent. I wanted to ask
Published by ScholarWorks at University of Montana, 2014

them if they were happy. I wanted to know if this was what
they wanted when they came under the protection of the
great protector. Sure, most men didn’t have so many wives.
Old Man Jake had four, but he had the most after my dad.
More common was two, for the young men, one taken at
the age of sixteen, the next when he turned eighteen.
The wives, I couldn’t remember their names. They
were made up anyway, congregants or daughters of
congregants who had converted to the Way long ago, who
didn’t grow up with anything different, and were, in some
misguided way, honored to be in my dad’s harem. The
youngest had been six when her family entered the Haven;
she couldn’t have known anything else was normal.
At the table, there was food and drink for all. But
most of all, there was silence, silence, silence, as if we
were all dead long ago, and now just gnawing at the bone.

My

favorite sister was Gracie, the one who was
just a kid when it all went to shit. Gracie was my
half-sister, three years younger, bom from Juniper, whose
birthname was Nobody’s Goddamn Business and who was
the third wife my dad added to his lively collection. He
probably would have kept adding them on, one every year
or two until Kingdom Come, if Kingdom hadn’t come in
the form of a massacre, a catastrophe, a snake eating itself
and gnawing the shed skin.
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Gracie, though. What could I tell you about her to
convince you I cared about her? She had blonde, bob-cut
hair angled just above her cheekbones and wore Pepto
Bismol pink dresses with puffed sleeves and hand-medown boys sneakers. I remember her being snarky and
mouthing off and getting away with it, but I can’t remember
specifically when. I just know she was the favorite of all
the wives—even Magpie could stand her—and this, when
she couldn’t do needlepoint and balked at the women’s
chores, instead insisting to go out and timber the tall pine
trees, splitting wood with the boys, slinging a short axe
hard and heavy over her head.
If anyone would survive, it would have been Gracie.
I don’t know how.
Maybe dad let them in for an interview. Maybe there
was a backup in the sewage that alerted local authorities
that a commune had been living peaceably for years in
somber silence, burying their dead with no paperwork,
having children without midwives, using over-the-counter
medicines to medicate their sick ones or else letting
them die. All these humans existed for which there was
eople with questions had got in;

P

My mother, Hannah, had eyes that followed my father
wherever he was in the room. Such mindless devotion did
her about as much good as the razor she slid up her wrists,
the bathwater running red. Made worse was the fact that
these forced deaths were hasty, the terror of impending
police dogs upon us.
But when I heard the alarms and the guns began
sounding, I ran. Of course I ran. As fast as I could, I ran.
Into the bushes, through the chain-link fence, for once
not afraid of being electrified. Maybe I did get electrified.
Maybe electric currents ran through me. I wouldn’t have
felt it. Not for how fast I ran, trying to purge the image
from my eyes.
I stumbled through the brambles. I sobbed. I ran.
Who knew what became of Gracie? Who cared?
I knew Elsie. She
was “some miner’s daughter from the backwoods of
Kentucky,” right? Some hard-hearted harlot who made her
way to the promised lands around four years before I did
when she was only sixteen and didn’t know as much of
men as she thought she did.
By the time I met her, she knew it all.
The first time I met her was in one of the
man-towns that moved where the oil moved, set
up with cable TV and wifi and sewage systems
in whatever remote and peopleless place where
black gold was struck and we all rushed to it
like stampeding horses.
Elsie was one of the loose types who hung
around the man-towns a little bit after they were
first erected, knowing that way out in the cold
land where nobody was, she could charge a lot
more for access to her cooch. She’d drive her
old pick-up to whatever no-where land the men would be
at, on some tip-off from one of the employees of the man
towns, one of the builders or lifters, and then she’d lean
against her truck and not even bother with high heels and
fishnets; she could wear cowboy boots and ripped up jeans
and a heavy coat with her blonde hair just showing a little
from beneath her hood, smoke a cigarette, and have eyes
that only barely smoldered come-hither, and you’d still be
rushing to get at her first, maybe six weeks into a twelveweek deployment and hadn’t seen a woman for four of
them. And you’d pay her three hundred dollars, easy, for
just part of a night, and maybe not everything.
Anyway, she wasn’t that good. She wasn’t exactly
pliant; she didn’t pull any tricks or switch up positions.
She lay listlessly staring at the ceiling and let you do
whatever you wanted, flip her over, push her knees up,
prop her on her elbows, whatever, but she didn’t do any
of it for you. It was like you were fucking a blow-up doll,
except much warmer and occasionally gasping.
I liked it.

O

f course, all this was before

The first time I met her was in one of the
man-towns that moved where the oil moved,
set up with cable TV and wifi and sewage
systems in whatever remote and peopleless
place where black gold was struck and we
all rushed to it like stampeding horses.
no record, no social security number, no birth certificate,
nothing to indicate deaths. The government didn’t like
you pulling that kind of shit, no matter how religious
or messianic your father claimed to be. They didn’t like
seeing sixteen and fourteen-year-olds pregnant, either, and
that’s when it got loose that the dogs were coming, that
men in uniform intended to steal the women away, rip off
their head-scarves, abort the children, put the old ones in
nursing homes, the men in prison, separating wives from
husband, and my father put out the order.
Every adult must have known all along. I would’ve
known if I’d just been a little older. If I’d have known, I
would have planned for it. I’d have struck in advance, got
Hannah out, rescued Gracie.
This was the back-up plan, should it all go wrong:
guns, ropes, knives, dogs. Pills had to be swallowed.
Children had to be shot. It was the only way to save their
immortal souls from perdition and their earthly bodies
from being forced to wear jeans and t-shirts and go to
regular school.
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Wires by Jessica Lanham

Once, I offered her three hundred more to stay the
rest of her night and just sleep next to me, and maybe she
was tired of turning tricks and figured it was enough to
compensate for her lost time, and maybe she didn’t feel
like being boned again, so she stayed, and her hair smelled
like strawberries and soot, cigarette smoke and ash and a
lot of loneliness.
But the way we really became friends wasn’t with
me paying to sleep with her or beside her. It was at the bar,
when she smashed an iced tumbler into Old Man Johnny’s
face, and screamed at him she’d had enough of his shit,
and he was bloody everywhere, on the floor, on the bar
counter, over his boots, and she was backing away with
her hands over her mouth, like she was scared of what
she’d done. But then she took her hands away and stood
up straight and acted proud.
A lot of men were mad at her for charging them so
much and doing so little, and they were mad at the land
for being cold and yielding less oil than expected; they
were mad at their wives for needing the money and their
children for being bom, and yes, they were mad at this
woman who had the gall to take their money and yield up a
body and a service that was below par. Yeah, she set the bar
low from the get-go, and yeah, they kept going back. But
that was all her female witchery, her tom-foolery, trickery.
Now men were closing in around Elsie and she looked like
she would be afraid but then she wasn’t.
For some reason I still don’t know, because she
wasn’t no friend of mine, not yet, I ran in between them;
I stood in front of her like she was my own, and when
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she started dropping elbows, I went ahead and swung, and
pretty quick we were both being thrown out the back door
of the bar and told never to return, and she looked at me
like she didn’t know if she should be grateful or suspicious
of my woebegone motives, as I was, after all, a man. And
I didn’t exactly feel the hero, like Batman or some movie
cowboy saving the damsel-in-distress, either.
But then she started crying, so I said, “Okay. Okay,”
and for no reason that I know of, I started crying, too.

McDonald’s, the girl with slickeddown hair still taking orders, me just a few people
from the front. She looks up; her eyes catch mine, drift
away, come back. She blinks. There’s a moment of silence
that sounds like dead noise, the absence of everything else,
and then she’s crawling over the counter and jumping past
the four men ahead of me and her arms are around my
shoulders and she’s saying, “Samuel. Samuel.”
So I hang onto her close because maybe I knew all
along she couldn’t have died, too. Good people, I mean
really good people, they can’t die, even if they maybe
deserve it. Our father had to die, of course; there was no
way chaos could end and order be restored, and the older
cult leaders, and yes, even my mother.
But not my sister, not Gracie, and here she is,
warm and close and breathing on my neck, a ruckus being
started and a manager now shouting as the line is held up
by this, the most dramatic of family reunions.
And I feel elation rising out of my chest and I
know I have someone to take care of again. »<•
ack in line at
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Come With Me at Twilight
ELISSA RODMAN

Go sit with the smoldering earth.
Murmur your stillborn heart
into that ignited air.
In the gloaming,
moisture breathes heat,
wild spice proclaims
residency
to unfurling sandstone.
Let ridges bleed purple
in the vast expanses
where residues cling
to mottled parts of flesh and bone.

What are you seeking?

Is it hidden in velvet
night-heat where
sandalwood burns ochre
or does it move
like a skinned buzzard
crying out into the sand dunes?
Perhaps it comes on wheels,
slouching towards sunset
as darkness drops again.
This desert is a ceremony and a
cadaverous beast stalking your desires,
waiting for you in the quiet.
Declare yourself amongst
these saguaros and joshuas
and ask every question.
Wait to see if silence
will not hear you.

At the end
walk home.

Wash your face
with flowers of now-blooming cacti.
Whisper your name
to the sphinx moths who hover
at your outstretched fingertips.
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traffic from the row upon row of yachts we pass
UN IS ALREADY MELTING ON THE TENT
at Antelope Marina. That’s the benefit of paddling
WALLS WHEN WE WAKE. The zipper hums
in March: we’re almost the only ones out here.
as I emerge from our nylon nest into a limitless
After Antelope, we leave civilization and enter the
basin of blue stretched overhead. The pink sand is cool
backcountry of Lake Powell. Chris and I are cooking
beneath my bare feet. Below our perch, Lake Powell
along in our double kayak, two engines in a single
sweeps east, pointing towards the day’s route. The
Labyrinth is waiting.
boat. My hoots and songs and exclamations of “Look
We launch shortly after nine. Kirk, trip instigator
at that!” echo off the canyon walls.
We push upstream. The winding corridor looks
and our next door neighbor, has already disappeared
and feels like a river channel, but without currents. It
around Antelope Point, making a head start in his slim,
single kayak. My partner, Chris, and I wade out a few
doesn’t “riv.” The word “river” sounds like a verb, like
feet, herding our double kayak beyond the rocks. The
something that’s doing something, going somewhere,
water is bright with cold and I climb aboard dripping.
which a river always is. A dam is not a verb but a piece
When I secure my skirt and seal myself in, the boat
of punctuation on the river’s stream of consciousness.
and I become a single instrument. Kayaking makes
A period. Full stop.
me think of centaurs, those mythical half-horse half
“Lake” is the word used to describe the arm of
human creatures. In a kayak I become half fish.
water stretching before us, the blue stripe that snakes
The water is still, no breeze and almost no boat
along the waterproof map strapped to the deck in
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front of me. The name “lake” suggests something
that belongs to a landscape, that fundamentally is the

Gunsight, and Dominguez. The distances here are
deceiving. It’s hard to tell
landscape, the same way
Powell is so young it wouldn’t qualify how big something is or
we refer to a mountain as
* »
*
how far in all this blazing
Mount Olympus or Mount for retirement, much less geologic prestige. space. Stroke by stroke, we
Everest. Yet Lake Powell
pull the stone stacks nearer.
is so young it wouldn’t qualify for retirement, much
The name Lake Powell is indeed a shiny
less geologic prestige. Construction on Glen Canyon euphemism for a man-made impoundment, an act of
Dam, which impounds Lake Powell, began in 1956 and so-called reclamation. Reservoir Powell would be
seven years later the reservoir began to fill. This 252 a more accurate name for this stagnant reach of the
square mile body of water is younger than my parents.
Colorado—though ol’ John Wesley might still harbor
Today as we slice through the water, Lake Powell some objections. He was long dead when the Bureau of
shimmers 125 feet below its intended level. “Full pool” Reclamation invented the lake in the 1960s.
is the term given to describe the volume Lake Powell
John Wesley Powell is known to history as the onewas originally designed to hold, at a surface level of armed Civil War veteran who in 1869 ran the Grand
3,700 feet elevation. In contrast, our paddles dip the Canyon in a wooden dory and charted the Colorado
water some ten stories below the fantasy of full pool.
River. Later, as director of the U.S. Geological Survey,
Had we been paddling in this exact spot on June 22, Powell advised that the political borders of the West
1980, when Lake Powell reached its high water mark, ought to be drawn according to watershed divides
we would be hovering 125 feet down in the murky rather than a rectilinear grid of latitude and longitude.
depths, our bubbles racing toward the surface. Had we A geometric state like Utah is evidence that the U.S.
sat in this spot in 1963, the year the dam was completed government did not heed Powell’s suggestion. The Four
and the lake began to fill, we would have hovered in the Comers does not occur in nature. Powell also suggested
air, some 500 feet above the Colorado River twisting that a mere 2% of land in the arid West was suitable for
far below. In a sense, the reservoir lifts us above time.
farming. The rest was too dry to support anything more
than dispersed grazing. At a conference on irrigation in
y midmorning mesas and buttes begin to
1883, Powell told those assembled, “Gentlemen, you
chisel the horizon, appearing around bends
are piling up a heritage of conflict and litigation over
as distant shapes. Tower Butte, Romana Mesa, water rights, because there is not sufficient water to
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beautiful in a surreal and claustrophobic way, like
paddling inside a vase.
Back and back we paddle until the deep blue
water greens up, clouds, then becomes murky brown.
Finally we slide to a halt at the head of Labyrinth
Canyon. In the Colorado’s current incarnation as Lake
Powell, Labyrinth Creek is a narrow delta of muddy
water trickling over quicksand, more texture than
channel. The saturated muck is a barometer of what the
reservoir has done to its feeder streams.
There is no place to make camp, barely room for
a bird’s nest. Weary and sun-beaten after nearly eight
hours of paddling, we reverse course and retrace our
strokes. It’s another mile and a halfback out to the bay.
Along the way we pass an aluminum powerboat nosed
up onto the only ledge where one might pitch a tent in
Labyrinth Canyon. I lift a hand in greeting as we pass.
My arm trembles with 14 miles of fatigue.
The sun is dropping east when we emerge back out
onto Labyrinth Bay and make landfall on a low beach.
Layers of rock chip and crumble beneath our steps as
we unload the boats. When the tents are up, we tap the
bladder of red wine and Kirk sets up his tripod to catch
the evening light. I scramble up a little peninsula to
take in the view. Underfoot, the sandstone is roughened
by a skin of leached minerals Chris compares to
popcorn. A series of gouges scar the rock, and it takes
me a moment to realize they were left by boats pushing
aground back when water came up this high. I lift my
N LATE AFTERNOON WE RIDE INTO LABYRINTH BAY, a
cup to the buttes across the bay, beginning to glow.
wide sweep of water where Labyrinth Creek once
The word “reservoir” comes from the French verb
fed the Colorado. Exalted by our progress—11
meaning to reserve, which derives from the Latin root
miles already!—we charge into Labyrinth Canyon, servare, to keep. A reservoir speaks to the idea of
certain we will find camp and perhaps a hike to stretch
keeping again, keeping back. It is also kin to the Latin
our bones. We wind into the narrowing throat of stone.
noun servus, which means slave. What, we might ask,
Among bends in the rock we slip into the shadows. In
is reservoir Powell keeping? Who is being served, and
this climate shade becomes a delicacy. My skin sips its
who is enslaved? In the desert, water is life. What does
cool blue flavor.
it mean to keep back life?
The canyon is aptly named, twisting left, then
Night falls in a flare of sunset. We pull on layers,
right, then left again, doubling back on itself. At one
zip into jackets as darkness spills over the mesas. The sky
point, unsure of which reach of water to follow, we
blooms with stars and the moon hangs like a naked light
dead-end in a stagnant elbow that Kirk has to reverse
bulb illuminating Tower Butte. Cups of tea in hand, we
out of. The canyon is marked like southwestern pottery,
talk. There are many questions about this place that can’t be
black striations on flesh pink clay. In some places the
answered. But we will rest deep knowing we have paddled
canyon tightens to hardly wider than my paddle. It’s
as far as we can—in this century—into the Labyrinth. »

supply the land.”
Cruising up channel after lunch, I ask Kirk
what he reckons John Wesley Powell would think of
serving as the namesake for the second largest man
made body of water in the United States—second only
to its downstream sibling, Lake Mead. Kirk picks his
words carefully. “I think he would be honored, on the
one hand, given what a feat of engineering it is. But he
probably wouldn’t have agreed with what’s happened
to the river.”
Despite encompassing a watershed of more
than 246,000 square miles across six states and two
countries, the Colorado no longer reaches its mouth
in the Gulf of California. Average flow at the U.S.Mexico border is now a mere tenth of its historic
natural rate. The river is dammed, diverted, and dried
up before it ever reaches the sea. Like all the major
U.S. bloodlines—the Mississippi, the Columbia—the
Colorado River has been transformed into a series of
locks: cascading escalantes ofwater amenable to storage
and speedboats. With 85-90% of runoff originating as
snowmelt in Wyoming and Colorado, water from as far
north as the backside of Yellowstone National Park is
locked up here behind Glen Canyon Dam. Today the
Colorado River streams out of showerheads in Tucson.
It sprinkles across lawns in Phoenix. It burbles in hotel
toilet bowls in Vegas. The canyon, meanwhile, wears
ghost paint.
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Nicholas Littman

e WANDERS AMONG THE GHOSTS OF a FULL MOON. In the chill of the desert

H

or the expanse of the prairie grass, he sees them ride their wild mustangs with feathers
raised above their skulls and hears their howls and yips in the wind. A great nation of
warriors now empty of purpose and victim to the wane of legend. He waits atop the red rocks
and watches them hunt the lost game of Comancheria, ever searching for the bison or forts to
raid. They always are moving. No glances back but only forward into the spirit world where their
ancestors cheer them toward the one place no white man can take. Where the buffalo return and
their squaws sleep with both eyes closed. He sees the ones he read about in history books and
watched fail in movies. Quanah. Isa-tai the medicine man. Buffalo Hump. Ten Bears. All soaked
in the blood of blue-coats and Rangers and Apaches. When they hit the earth, they were warriors.
He wishes he could ride alongside them and feel what it felt like to be of the Comanche. To
live a life nomadic and to face the wind and the cold and the guns imbued in the understanding
that you are a warrior of the plains. To face death with a smile and a raised bow. To not sit on
bar stools and watch your nation disappear under an ocean of slots and chips. He muses as the
riders of legend continue to bounce bareback across the plains until they fade to legend and words
written on pages by white men. He watches in the dusk until they are gone and then descends
the red rocks and the dust and history to drive his pickup back to his land given back to him.
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The Burden of Dumah
M.P. JONES IV
With the first warm hour of April,
how long, how long, and what of the night?

Luminous stench, spring’s birth-breath,
unraveling the silence of the dead
slack as a wet whip,
a buckeye-green garden hose.
Morning over the low hill
suffers like a tossed coin,
driving amber sunlight
through the window as deliberately

as a nail into the righteous,
quiet flesh of the angry washout.
Far off, impermanent in its empty age,
resting against the memory of its shadow,

a harrowed cedar, all knuckles and nubs,
lone, barefoot on the river bank

where the wind’s breath lingers
like Lethe on the tongue,
grieving in its silent way
for the miserable unborn
journey, out into the faraway
fires of the horizon,

and what of the night? And what of the night?
Silence, the awful weight drags like ploughshares
through loam, running red with clay,
how long, how long, and what of the night?

Farmland fractured at such a distance
that the interstate slithers, smooth as darkness.
Swift invasions of mimosa blossom,
a vulture circles in a cloudless sky.
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The Big One
JULIA OHMAN
disaster zones, and experienced no disasters. In college, in
UR DRILLS WERE FOR EARTHQUAKES. We
Illinois, I ran out into the streets during a citywide tornado
dropped beneath our desks, heads protected by a
drill, the siren wailing and no one looking up from their coffee.
crooked arm. We held the legs of our chairs firmly, as
I asked everyone near me, do you hear that? Do you know
if the earth were actually shaking. Kids are the most certain
what that is? I imagined air raids, the black bombs falling on
pretenders. We were on the Oregon Trail when the alarm rang.
London, and now, our own flooded cornfields. But no one
Then, the intercom: This is not a drill. But we didn’t believe it.
seemed to notice. Finally, a barista touched my shoulder. First
That was what they would say if it were a drill, for authenticity.
Thursday of every month, she said. They’re practicing.
Our families, back on the Trail, were starving. My
That town in Illinois had never been hit by a tornado, not
husband had died a few minutes before, my sons sprawled over
on
record.
There was a relic in the Catholic church off Main
the cattle, who trudged on. There’s a pass soon, our teacher
Street. Ankle bones of some lost saint. Everyone claimed it
had said, with snow. Now is the time for the big decisions. The
was the reason that another town, not ours, was the site of the
big decisions were made with a pair of dice, which we rolled
touchdown a few months later. It’s a shame what happened
with great hope. One kid talked of bringing in a loaded pair.
there, everyone said, with the kind of pity that came from
Sixes gave us food. Pair of fives, good weather. Twos, disaster.
knowing it wouldn’t be their turn, not for a long time.
My mother drives to work every morning over the
In Montana, there were summer
Sellwood Bridge, in Portland. We live
t
first,
it's
almost
like
a
fair
wildfires
whose smoke pooled in the
on a fault line, one that is capable of the
Big One. The Sellwood Bridge rated a
ride. A novelty to the motion, bowl of our town. Every day, we tried
2 of 100 points possible on the safety something you don't feel every to pinpoint the source of the smoke.
Today’s is out of Yosemite, some from
scale. If the Big One struck now, my
mother commuting across it, she’d be day. Ifs fun. And then, the televi Idaho, yesterday, from just down river.
dropped seventy-five feet into the river sionflickering on, Carole King be The blaze was always somewhere
in her Honda Civic. She might hit a gins to sing. I feel the earth move, else, out of sight, the consequences
jet streaming to us. Walking on lunch
yacht, or part of the dock, or perhaps,
under my feet, I feel the sky tum
breaks, we swallowed ash.
rock bottom.
If it’s a matter of how the world
In 2000, our fourth grade class bling down. And that's when the
ends, then there are many options. But
practiced for cattle famine, wagon kids start to scream.
each world ends on its own small terms.
wheel failure, and fires. But when
Bowerbirds
build
ground
nests to attract mates out of any
the earthquake hit, we stood very still and waited. No one
material
that
looks
good.
Their
bowers are constructed from
ducked under their desks. Our teacher stood at the front of
available colors: flowers, milk rings, blue yam, the spring from
the classroom, holding the dice. She placed a hand on the
a mousetrap, butterscotch wrappers. They use sticks to create
chalkboard, steadying herself. “Do you feel that?” she asked
a large hut, surrounding the structure with treasures, for the
us. But only some of us did. Others thought they were hungry,
mate to discover. They build in optical illusions, purposeful
that perhaps the rumbling was theirs alone. I remember it like
in their placement, paving their roads of color for best effect;
stepping onto a wooden dock, that unevenness, the liquid
smallest to largest. Before the season is over, some bowerbirds
movement beneath. We tried to readjust our steps, but the
will destroy a rival’s nest. Other times, the weather will. Either
lights overhead still swung. When the earthquake was over,
way, what’s gone is gone. They start over. Try harder next time.
the intercom came back on. Take cover, the voice said. Now, if
When deciding where to move, my boyfriend and I used
you haven’t already.
to consider where was safe. Not to avoid anything, but just
In the Oregon Museum of Science and Industry, there is
out of curiosity. What part of the country could you most
an earthquake room. There are no walls, but instead a metal
trust? Hurricanes were a no go post-Katrina, and while the
frame, holding things in place. Flowerpots hang from the
East Coast rebuilt from Sandy. There were floods in Kansas,
rafters. Paintings are chained to the supports. There is a sofa,
Nor’easters in the Nor’east, drought in the Southeast. We felt
with pink flowers, a few chairs, and a television, all bolted to
immune, making these choices. Abroad seemed appealing, if
the floor. You must walk up a few steps to enter the earthquake
only because we didn’t have names for their disasters.
room. When someone outside of the room presses a large red
If it’s a matter of where to live, it’s better to consider
button, the room begins to shake and sway.
drunk drivers and crime. It’s probably better to consider a
At first, it’s almost like a fair ride. A novelty to the motion,
source of income. The game of safe zone, danger zone, is not
something you don’t feel every day. It’s fun. And then, the
the
point. But we wanted to choose what to worry about.
television flickering on, Carole King begins to sing. I feel the
After the Oregon Trail, our class learned about when
earth move, under my feet, I feel the sky tumbling down. And
the Big One would strike. We’d had that small taste of
that’s when the kids start to scream.
unsteadiness. Our teacher told us that experts thought we were
After the 2000 earthquake, I lived in several potential
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overdue, swollen for a disaster that could come at any time. It
could happen tomorrow, she said, or in fifty years. To prepare,
we forgot about it.
OME MORNINGS, I REMEMBER THE SOUND OF MY PARENTS

S

shuffling through newspaper sections to get to the good
stuff. Now, we read on the internet. When I have extra quarters,
I use them for laundry, not the Oregonian or the Times. I was
trained my whole life to read the news. As a kid, I skipped the
front page, those ongoing disasters left for the adults to sigh
over. I did the word jumble, and filled in the blanks.
But on the internet, the urgent news sits right at the top
of the webpage. It isn’t as easily discarded behind the orange
juice. To get to the art, the books, the sports, you have to scroll
and scroll, aware of how purposely you are escaping the bad
stuff. Now, I read about every disaster in the world. And I walk
around thinking, safe zone, danger zone, a chant that ends up
danger, danger, danger.
When I was seventeen, I spent a few months on a self
imposed ban from the news. That was the same year I read
Milan Kundera, who asked about burdens and an absence from
them. What shall we choose, he asked, weight or lightness?
And I couldn’t understand why anyone would choose weight,
when there was that other option, waiting to lift you into the air.
I spent that whole year drawing hot air balloons in the margins
of my notebooks. The balloon very large, the basket empty of
any pilot.
decks overlook the city. It is, despite everything, prime real
In high school, they no longer drilled us for earthquakes. estate. Where I grew up in Portland, stilts were common. The
Instead, it was school shootings, and slideshows of drunk hills let houses perch easily, peering over shaded creeks and
driving accidents. Before prom, the school staged an elaborate brambles. At every summer party, adults watched, over the deck
car crash on the football field. Over the loudspeaker, a police railings, the children playing below. Back then, everything felt
officer narrated the invented deaths of our classmates. Their stable and was. In fifty years, it still could be. The bowerbirds
parents had little bits of recorded dialogue, some sobbing. in their own misty forests collect for their avenues of treasures
Our cheer captain served as the driver, covered in fake blood, with precision. We too collect: nights like these, like children
sprawled on the hood, emerging from the shattered windshield with buckets for blackberries, searching for the ripest fruit.
After the 2000 earthquake, my father stocked his kitchen
like a tongue.
There’s a difference between the human-caused and with disaster rations. Every cupboard below the countertops
earth-caused disasters in the news. But both can be explained was full of macaroni, rows of peanut butter, and bottled water.
away by decisions made by strangers. Why do people live there Just in case, he told us. My brothers and I thought he was crazy,
in the first place, I’ve asked before. Maybe about Arizona water in the years following, as each item expired, waiting. When he
shortages, or island nations sinking yearly. In the car crashes, moved to California, he threw everything out. Down there, it’s
there were no seat belts worn. For the earthquake, they knew drought. A long slow settling, no sudden movements.
When I visited home after living in the Midwest, the
about that fault line. And when it’s our turn, there will be pity
green
seemed electric. Moss pads every surface of forest, and
cast our way, but we will not have expected any of it.
the evergreens absorb endless water, then brighten. The streets
HEN I THINK OF RETURNING HOME TO PORTLAND, I have
of my Illinois town once flooded so deep that driving my
begun to factor in the Big One. Would it be worse to be van through an intersection, the water reached the passenger
window. That year, the com was dead and brown.
there, caught on the Sellwood Bridge at just the wrong second,
At least, when the Big One comes to Portland, the colors
or would it be worse to be far from home, unable to receive
news of my mother, my brothers, with no electricity, no service. will remain. The fems will go unharmed, though the stilts
When I ask my friend Claire, a geologist, where she may buckle and give. I fear this and think of it every time I
would want to be in the event of the earthquake, she says Forest leave home. A part of me wants to see it, if only to alleviate the
Park. Old trees, she says, are sturdier than foundations. And anticipation.
Scientists say we’re unprepared, that the devastation
you wouldn’t see the city fall, I say. That too, she answers.
On the edge of the Wildwood Trail, one of the longest that will be massive and permanent. But still, we close our eyes,
runs through the park, there are rows of houses on stilts. Their and play the odds with great hope.

W
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Modern Frontier Thesis
an open letter to Wallace Stegners ghost
JASON HESS

Instead, I headed east.

I walked here backward over
A thousand barbed wire meridians.
I saw Oregon horizons sunset
Into a Pacific of Portland cement.

I emailed you plastic nails
To fix the rusty telephone
You never answer anymore.
I planted my heels under
A freshly sculpted stripmall
And poured whiskey on
My own paved grave plot.
There’s too much softness,
Too much limestone bedrock
Sinking eastern foundations.
Is this what they meant
By improvements to the land,
To make everything ownable?

Hearts have been moved to online reservations
At the discovery of love in places with dirt.
If you get this letter before the curing,
Send firm ground and open spaces.
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Answers: & we without

our questions

FELICIA ZAMORA

When dusk builds {pieces
of reed of plastic—nest
the sparrow knit} pulls light towards
horizon’s pocket sews another dusk—
{beak full of tatters, a season tucks
under wing} drapes

among hooked stars
coaxes a burn {moonlight guide,
cool hunt—chicks, always aware of worm
extra bone in their tongues, speak
beyond speech} a western sky—west
caught in its own circle:
{antiphons echo, long after empty}
a jawless mouth opens in answer.
& we east, we in our ears, illuminated

in our question
marks the spot—primordial bulls eye
lowers beyond the sea. This is the place of answers

misplaced under all this
circular light: cover & uncover {A laying}
doubt in the snail’s sculpted shell {sparrow knows
how to hide herself in home} we found. We
profound answers: questions still forming
{Her egg ripens within} our brains, our senses
loop {timber & thread—} in cavities of—
horizon a kind of comfort

that never—{hatches beyond yolk}.
https://scholarworks.umt.edu/camas/vol23/iss1/1
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Book Review
HABITATION
JESS L. BRYANT

T

ension is the crux of poetry, both

within individual poems and in compilation.
Sam Hamill proves the necessity and possibility
of achieving this tension, even in a collected works.
Deftly moving between Eastern and Western worlds,
Hamill is at his best when combining Chinese and
Japanese aesthetics with Western themes, seen once in
“Sundown in Zion:”

Lost tribes were tongues
that snap like flags in wind
High in the mountain meadow
The sun’s last rays bend forward
Like old women begging too late for mercy.
Known for his work in translation, which
includes the Tao Te Ching, Hamill’s work is informed
by an impressive understanding of Asian poetry.
Here and throughout Habitation, we see this in
his precise language and acute sense of verse. The
combined juxtaposition of content and form, and
his raw assertions—both political and personal, and
paired with a clear meditative element—is perhaps the
greatest contribution Hamill has made to American
poetry. Terry Tempest Williams says of Habitation,
“The shape of Sam Hamill’s mind is the shape of both
a revolutionary and a monk at work. His sacred text is
poetry.”
Encompassing poetry that spans over forty
years, Hamill’s collection is not a slim one, but it is a
volume with an insatiable drive toward movement and
pushing boundaries. Known for his earnest political
engagement, Hamill’s work employs an inevitable
social element that is paired seamlessly with intimacy.
“Man in the Landscape” illustrates this in its totality
and often within each stanza:

Ten-eighty spread on the high plains,
TCDD spread all through the forests
where Smohalla asked,
“Would you tear the flesh
from your mother?
Cut her delicate long hair?”
In this poem, Hamill examines what it means to
return home, feel voiceless, and witness death’s process,
of both person and landscape. The final two lines in
https://scholarworks.umt.edu/camas/vol23/iss1/1
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the first stanza, “I learned to mourn silently early / and
wear a cerement of sweat” situates us in both a personal
and cultural silence that moves us through the piece
and toward the political.
Rooted in colloquialism and place, laced with
melody and the precise use of weighted words, “Man
in the Landscape” speaks both to the destruction
of man and the effects of industrial society on rural
communities. The early mention of silence in the
poem refers to what Hamill is unable to say or feel, but
also reveals the way in which his community is now
silenced within their daily labor. Taking it further, by
employing the use of “Coyote,” a prevalent symbol in
Native American literature and oral tradition, Hamill
recognizes the complexities of “American” rural living.
Additionally, the insertion of Indian symbolism works
to create tension between a once respected land and
one now drenched in chemicals, while illustrating that
the predominantly white community he references
suffering from the influence of Western ways is not the
first to suffer from similarly misplaced ambition.
“Man in the Landscape” ends: “Far off, Coyote yips
and barks, / and slowly, another day begins.” These last
lines, seemingly simplistic on the surface, serve a dual
function. Although the stanza preceding these final
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lines is an assertion that we will be “alone in a poison
landscape I learning the cold geography I of elegies,”
the last stanza takes not only a Taoist turn, in that
the narrator seems to recognize and sit with “what
simply is,” but also reinforces some of the themes
that endure within Native American dialogue: the
perseverance of an oppressed and abused population,
and the recognition that we are harming ourselves in
our destruction of our environments. Ceremony, by
Leslie Marmon Silko, comes to mind as an important
comparison to this poem as Hamill chooses to use the
word “cerement” in the beginning, alluding to ritual.
Both texts use complication as the driving element in
their work, provoking our senses and emotions, only
to come to rest and explore the cyclical.
“Man in the Landscape” is essential in many
ways. It is one of many representations of Eastern
aesthetic in combination with Western themes, but
also combines Eastern and Western spirituality. In
addition, the poem demonstrates Hamill’s astute
social and political observations. This author
will never be accused of writing poetry without
implication. His work is supremely active.
Hamill’s writing has undergone numerous
shifts, allowing Habitations expanse to remain free
of stagnation. Driven by his refusal to organize his
work, which some may criticize, he has created a
global dynamic and personal tension that might not
have been achieved if the collection had received
more editorial attention. While the poems may be
familiar, the free movement achieved by their lack
of organization does lend itself to surprise, while
simultaneously maintaining consistency. Never do
we feel out of place, with Psalms and Letters situated
beside one another, their narratives working both
against and with the poems that precede and follow
them.
Particularly I enjoy the tenuous organization
being held together as we move toward the middle
of the collection with poems such as “Yung-chia
Reconsidered,” “Organic Form,” “Hakatusu’s Pine,”
and “Song of the Dream Garden.” Whereas in
the beginning of the collection Hamill combines
narrative with free verse, the middle of the collection
immerses us with Asian forms. “Fire and Water,” for
example, differs greatly from the aforementioned
work due to its brevity; the five short lines contain
multitudes:

The diversity of theme and form in Hamill’s
poetry is perhaps his greatest achievement. Due to
the nature of a collection, Habitation best reveals the
depth and breadth of his abilities. It is a rare poet
who can successfully publish a collection in the way
Hamill has chosen. In part, this may be due to his vast
experience as an editor. Those familiar with Hamill’s
poetry will find many of his poems significantly
reworked in this collection, both formulaically and/
or in content, while new readers will find a nearly
flawless volume edited to its greatest potential. It
is a great indication of dedication to practice and
craft when editing becomes a lifelong journey—
particularly when the editing enables a poem to
move more easily.
Inevitably, this is collection that will move us.
The emotional function of the poetry is paramount
but intellectually, the collection serves to push and
challenge our understanding of language and of our
world. His poetry offers us a multilayered experience,
allowing us to marinate on content, deeply feel verse,
and reflect on the ways the Western world, with all
its familiarity, may be closely tied to the Eastern.
Ultimately, the collection challenges preconceived
notions about distinctions or separation. Hamill has,
in fact, enacted a global human element within his
poetry, without speaking to it directly. This is the
genius of Hamill’s collected works. Barriers between
us and other parts of the world are broken down, as
are barriers broken within our state.
And yet, even as Hamill breaks these barriers
apart, his poetry forces us to recognize the dynamics
of privilege and power that create inherent injustices
among humans and landscapes. Habitation is a
work produced by a poet willing to examine himself
closely and who has devoted his life to being a part
of the world. In poetry, it is possible to feel a distance
from the poet and the ground on which we stand, but
Hamill is situated beside us, examining our collective
landscape, in the way only a poet committed to his
world can.

After you bathed
and powdered
and went away:

Sam Hamill was born in 1943 and grew up on a Utah
farm. He is Founding Editor of Copper Canyon Press
and served as Editor there for thirty-two years. He
taught in artist-in-residency programs in schools and
prisons and worked with domestic violence programs.
He directed the Port Townsend Writers Conference
for nine years, and in 2003, founded Poets Against
the War. He is the author of more than forty books,
including celebrated translationsfrom ancient Chinese,
Japanese, Greek and Latin.

your cool wet towel
against my burning face.

Habitation is available from Lost Horse Press. $25,
624 pages.
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Coda
Cal Lensink
ALICE ROSE CROW

KNEW CAL LENSINK AS A
FLOAT PLANE PILOT. A ready
laugh. A booming matter-of-fact
voice. A refuge manager. I was a
little girl living with my folks and
brothers in a lone house down
tundra from him. Cal was tall,
lanky. His countenance, a happy
pencil illustration of storybook
Ichabod Crane. He came visiting
with a long straight stemmed pipe
appended from his mouths edge,
under prominent hook nose, thick
black plastic rimmed glasses. His
hair, a dappled clipper-cut flattop.
Cal wore drab green rubber hip
boots. Thick white cotton long
johns under button-up woolen
long-sleeved shirts. A tan snapped
down vest. The same kind of cap as
Pa: insulated oilskin with fold down
ear flaps.

I

We cut across the tundra and
ran up the dirt road to play trick or
treat at his quarters in the Clarence
Rhodes U.S. Fish and Wildlife complex perched off the
road leading away from town. He came with Amci to
answer our shy egging-each-other-on-to-be-confident
knock. Offered warm greetings. Laid coin or a red
delicious apple in each outstretched hand. We enjoyed
Cal and his playful black Labrador companion he named
“hurry up” in our language. It stung to find Amci left run
over on the lonely airport road.

Long after Cal moved away, they told us he was a
marine and coastal ecosystem conservationist from
the Midwest. A Purdue trained Ph.D. This information
added to our pleasure in knowing the kind and deep
thinking man who flew out to count birds. Who went on
to call attention to potential catastrophic effects of Outer
Continental Shelf oil and gas development. The real and
lasting effects of the Exxon Valdez oil spill.
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Cal Lensink cared for us as real human beings living
in what he witnessed as an incredibly bountiful, not
desolate, land, which as a researcher, he called “habitat.”
He flew our country to study and document nesting,
adoption, and migrating habits of over 200 species of
birds at home with us: black brandt, cackling, white
front, emperor, snow geese, arctic loons, tundra swan,
eiders, mallards, jaegers, arctic tern... His career as a
Fed in one of the richest migratory bird regions around
the planet didn’t distract him from truly caring for us
too.
I am nurtured by demonstrated interconnectedness,
Cal’s example of Granny’s smiling instruction to pay
attention and treat everyone well since all of us living
on the land are the same, ayuguguut, tamamta, nunam
kanani.
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